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Fire and climate change in the West



Area burned is increasing

2020 continued the trend of increasing 

area burned across the West 

Balch et al. (2018)

Area burned in 
wildfires, 
Western 

contiguous US 
(km2)

*2020

https://www.mdpi.com/2571-6255/1/1/17


Westerling (2016)

Fire seasons are longer

Fire season length:

Region 1973-1982 1983-1992 1993-2002 2003-2012

All 138 166 202 222

Northern Rockies 49 107 114 134

Southern Rockies 31 52 98 117

Fire seasons have lengthened, 

particularly in the Rockies

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rstb.2015.0178


Parks and Abatzoglou (2020)

More area is burning at high severity

More area burning at 

high severity Total area burned ↑

High-severity area burned ↑

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2020GL089858


2020 punctuates recent trends

Area burned in 2020, as of 7 Dec.

Record-setting fire activity:
▪ Over 3 million ha (7.4 million acres)

▪ Multiple fire-size records broken

▪ Late-season burning

https://disasterresponse.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=2ff1677111ae4018ac705fcce7c3312f


2020 punctuates recent trends

Colorado’s East Troublesome Fire, started on Oct. 14, and grew to just under 200,000 acres; 2/3 

in just two days, under red-flag conditoins, jumping the Continental Divide at 12,000'. 

Record-setting fire activity:
▪ Over 3 million ha (7.4 million acres)

▪ Multiple fire-size records broken

▪ Late-season burning

https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/7242/


2020 punctuates recent trends

(A) Fire perimeters in the central Rockies of Colorado and 

Wyoming, and (B) time series of area burned and vapor pressure 

deficit (VPD), from Higuera, Shuman, and Wolf, submitted.

Record-setting fire activity:
▪ Over 3 million ha (7.4 million acres)

▪ Multiple fire-size records broken

▪ Late-season burning

*Colorado subalpine forests now burning 

more than at any time in past 2000 years*



Key questions

Why is fire activity increasing? 

What does this mean for forests?

What can we expect for the future?

What can we do? 
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3. Fire and climate have been tightly linked Northern RockiesClimate is a key driver of annual area burned

Widespread forest fire 
activity is strongly linked 

to warm/dry seasonal 
conditions, across 

multiple time scales 



3. Fire and climate have been tightly linked Northern RockiesClimate is a key driver of annual area burned

*This does not mean humans 

and veg. are not important* 



Climate is a key driver of annual area burned

Higuera and Abatzoglou (2020)

https://disasterresponse.maps.arcgis.com/

2020 exemplifies 
climate-driven 

trends in increased 
area burned across 

the West

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/gcb.15388
https://disasterresponse.maps.arcgis.com/


Climate is a key driver of annual area burned

Higuera and Abatzoglou (2020)

2020 exemplifies 
climate-driven 

trends in increased 
area burned across 

the West

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/gcb.15388


Observed area burned (“fire”)
Fire, modeled without anthropogenic  

climate change (ACC)

Fire activity attributable to ACC

Human-caused climate change is increasing fire activity

Anthropogenic climate 
change accounts for ~45% 

of the total forest area 
burned from 1984-2015

Abatzoglou and Williams (2016), PNAS

https://www.pnas.org/content/113/42/11770


Land use exacerbates climate-driven trends

Fire suppression removes 
critical ecosystem services 

and alters future fire behavior

Fuel accumulation across 
many low- and mid-elevation 

ecosystems exacerbates 
climate-driven trends

Hessburg et al. (2005)



Key questions

Why is fire activity increasing? 

What does this mean for forests?

What can we expect for the future?

What can we do? 
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Evidence strongly suggests more fire in our future

Water deficit will increase over 21st century

McKenzie and Littell (2017)

2040s: 2080s:

https://esajournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/eap.1420


Evidence strongly suggests more fire in our future

Greater climate suitability for fire:

More years like 2020; shorter fire-free periods; 
higher severity fires

Westerling et al. (2011), PNAS
Year
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https://www.pnas.org/content/108/32/13165


Wildfire

CGNF: Rx FireFire will be the dominant “treatment” 

area burned = 3x area harvested
10x

38x 44x

59x

https://www.fs.fed.us/forestmanagement/products/cut-sold/

https://gacc.nifc.gov/nrcc/predictive/intelligence/ytd_historical/ytd_historical.htm

Fire will be the 
dominant 

“treatment” on 
federally managed 

forests

https://www.fs.fed.us/forestmanagement/products/cut-sold/
https://gacc.nifc.gov/nrcc/predictive/intelligence/ytd_historical/ytd_historical.htm


Climate and fire will change landscapes

Suitable climate

for regeneration

Not suitable climate

for regeneration

Davis et al. (2019), PNAS

Lower climate suitability for tree regeneration:

No or slower regeneration; lower density forests;

changing spp. composition

https://www.pnas.org/content/116/13/6193


Changes will appear surprising and rapid

Non-linear relationships will lead 
to rapid changes and high 

variability across space and time

Young et al. (2019), GEB
Ecosystem driver (e.g., climate)

Ecosystem

property

OR

state

Threshold-governed Not threshold-governed

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/geb.12872


Summary

▪Climate and climate change enable 
widespread fire activity

▪Expect more fire in our future: shorter 
intervals between fires & regional fire years

▪ Increasing aridity will alter post-fire vegetation 
change, with thresholds and non-linear 
relationships leading to surprises

area burned = 3x area harvested
10x

38x 44x

59x

Suitable climate

for regeneration

Not suitable climate

for regeneration


